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ThinkPlace Australia Joins Synergy Group

                  Representing a major repositioning in the national government consulting market, Synergy Group and ThinkPlace Australia have announced that they have joined forces.
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Synergy Group launches National People Strategy

                  Synergy Group is excited to launch its National People Strategy: As One. The Synergy Way. 
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Congratulations Paulette Robinson

                  The appointment of Paulette Robinson continues the expansion of the firm’s management team.
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          Born, built and based in Australia.
        
 Who we are 

What we do

        We create strategies, deliver and realise success. Adopt leading
        technologies and approaches, from strategy to implementation, together
        we make a difference.
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Transformation

            Sustain performance, build lasting organisational change and implement your vision for the future.
          

            Read More
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Strategy

            Adapt, lead and overcome complex challenges, navigate new environments and create new directions.
          

            Read More
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              creativeXpeople
            

            Design and realise behavioural change, modernise people strategies, communicate with impact and influence.
          

            Read More
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Technology, Cyber and Data

            Digitally enabled solutions, maximising the opportunity of technology.
          

            Read More
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Governance, Performance and Assurance

            Find confidence. Have certainty of performance and action.  Find what works, and not.
          

            Read More
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Financial

            Better financial performance, improved sustainability, financial modelling, data analysis, financial strategy and budgeting
          

            Read More
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Synergy Law

            Supporting Government to become 'future ready', partnering with clients to achieve legally defensible outcomes.
          

            Read More
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Defence

            We are focused on ensuring that advice provided to Government is robust, contestable and identifies clear accountabilities.
          

            Read More
          







How we think

            Passionate about knowledge. Thought leaders with a collective finger on the pulse. We pride ourselves on collaborating with clients to understand the true potential. Get to know us better.
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        Insight Article
      


          Cracking the Credibility Code - Evidence-Based Change
        

        Transformation
      

          Organisational transformation is hard. It's complex, multi-faceted, and takes time. Amongst this complexity lies risk - what if these aren't the right changes for the right reasons?
        
        Read more
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        Insight article
      


          Burnout, be gone: Why Chat GPT can be a game changer for the lawyers of today, and tomorrow!
        

        Transformation
      

          In this article we explore how AI technology, specifically Chat GPT, can be a game-changer for the lawyers of today and tomorrow, providing a solution to alleviate burnout within the profession.
        
        Read more
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        Case Study
      


          Behavioural shift towards a positive security culture 
        

        Transformation
      

          Clever strategy combined with creative messaging and delivery made a seemingly uninspiring message into something fun and engaging that worked to shift behaviours in a meaningful way.
        
        Read more
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        Synergy Updates
      


          Synergy Group Launches Reconciliation Action Plan
        

          Synergy Group is proud to announce the launch of our first Reflect Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP).
        
        Read more
      





View Case StudiesView Insights



        The sum of our diverse insights will help you see things differently. Make Synergy Group your trusted advisor across any issue. 
      
 Who we are 


Careers

          Join our team
        


Collaborate

          Get in touch
        



      Synergy Group acknowledges Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as
      First Australians and recognises their culture, history, diversity, and their deep
      connection to the land.
      

We acknowledge that Synergy Group head office operates on the land of the
      Traditional Owners, the Ngunnawal people and we pay our respects to Elders past,
      present and emerging. We extend that respect to all First Nations peoples across
      Australia where many of our staff live and work.
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